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Genitorturers – Blackheart Revolution – G-Force Records/Retribution

  

Genitorturers have always been about the shock value and bringing a certain

dangerous element with their lyrics and their new record, Blackheart Revolution, is

no different.  Blackheart is a ten track affair but she did not bring the goods for the

whole feast.  The album crashes into your speakers in a sickly fashion with

Revolution and its damning rhythms but right after it falls off the cliff.  Clichés in

metal are a dime a dozen and they are ragin through tracks like Kabangin All Night,

Devil In A Bottle, Take It and Louder.  The lyrics are pure cheese, heard a

thousand times before and done much better.  The album gets back in gear with

Confessions Of A Blackheart, musically and lyrically one of the best songs they

have done.  This is a dark, electronically charged dirge that takes on multiple

levels.  Cum Junkie, the first single, is filthy, period.  Gen is at her best when she

is utterly filthy so this is rightfully the first track to go out, I am sure this will bring in

new fans.  Vampire Lover and Tell Me close the album in a disturbing fashion,

more sickness for listening pleasures.  I think if Gen had ditched a few of the

lesser tracks this would have been a massive force but overall this is a sick piece

of work and I see a new wave of fans buying into her fucked up world.

  

CD review by Jeffrey Easton

  

Buy Black Heart Revolution!
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